
For full information about the range of Altendorf
sliding table saws ask your dealer for the
28-page catalogue "A Cut Above".

Rip fence
Cutting widths of 800, 1000, 1250, 1250 unscrewable
and 1500 mm available as standard.
A special rapid action excenter clamp fixes the fence
securely in the desired position - lever up to move,
down to clamp. Final precision setting is achieved
by turning the fine adjustment knob.
lf the rip fence would get in the way when dividing up
large panels or long Workpieces, it can be stowed
away under table level as shown in the picture.

Parallel safety hood
The parallelogramm linkage system is constructed as
a channel to provide overhead dust extraction.
The transparent safety hoods - narrow for types 90,
narrow and wide for types 45 - are made of the
almost unbreakable plastic MAKROLON@ and serve
as suction cones for the overhead extraction.
This concept has been developed, perfected and
patented by Altendorf.

Wide range of special equipment:
lndex mitre fence
Hydraulic rise and fall and tilt
Digital rip fence display
Laser
Pressure beam, etc.
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An investment in a quality machine costs more in the short term, but
pays for itself many times over in the long term.
A ú¡O¡ng table saw must work to tolerances of H-0.05 mm to give clean
cutting óf materials such as chipboard or MDF panels_laTqated top and
bottom. Altendorf's experience of building more than 60,000 sliding table
saws means that we have the design and the technology to guarantee
long term precision, ease of operation and reliability.
Nobody ever regretted buying quality.
Compare the A[endorf with our competitors. Here are some of the things to
look for:

Double roller carriage
The ALTENDORF double roller carriage is available in
cutting lengths of: 1350, 2500, 2800, 3200, 3800,
4300, 5000 and 6000 mm..
The patented design of the double roller carriage of
types 45 (see picture) offers an unparalleled
resistance to bending and twisting. This special
extruded section has enabled Altendorf to become
the only company in the world capable of building
carriages up to 6 meters long.
Large rollers are guided between two sets of
extremely wear resistant phenolic prism rails,
guaranteeing that ease of operation and precision
remain unaltered by many years of operation, even in
the presence of large amounts of sawdust and chips.

Saw Unit
Cutting height standard 155 mm (without scorer).
Width of tool seat standard 30 mm (for grooving).
The complete saw unit, whose base is a rigid cast
iron block, is assembled separately, comprehensively
bench tested and only then installed in the machine.
All rotating parts are individually electronically
balanced. Pre-stressed precision ball bearings in
special protective sleeves ensu re vi bration-f ree
running of the saw shaft. No maintenance is required
- the assembly is lubricated for life.

Speed changes
The machine offers 4 operating speeds:
3000/4000/5000/6000 RPM at 50 Hz.
Speeds are easily changed manually by simply
moving over a special V-belt. At the same time the
RPM display is also changed. One lever, easily
accessible through the wide machine door, releases
the belt. Belt tension is automatically provided by the
weight of the motor.

Scoring Unit
Sawblade diameter is 120 mm, bore 22 mm. We
recommend the use of sawblades consisting of two
blades separated by shims for width adjustment.
Unlike conical scoring blades, twin blades maintain
the same width of cut whatever the cutting depth.
With conical blades, the depth determines the width
of cut. As no panel is absolutely flat, there is often a
gap between panel and table, which with a conical
blade reduces the depth of cut - and thus the width
- causing chipping oul
As the two halves of the twin scoring blades are of
necessity very thin, we provide a flange with a
diameter of 80 mm, which is very large relative to that
of the sawblade and thus ensures that the blade
cannot flutter or wander.

Cross slide
ln spite of its very stable, torsion-free design, the
cross slide remains lightweight and narrow. The
operator is thus constantly close to the workpiece.
For larger pieces the multidirectional aluminium bar
on the cross slide provides the required support.
One person alone can easily put on or take off the
cross slide, which can be attached anywhere along
the length of the roller carriage by a quick action
excenter clamp acting on a rustproof guide bar.
ln contrast to other systems on the market
ALTENDORF uses an accurately machined aluminium
fence section against which the workpiece is laid.
This has the advantage that when crosscutting using
the rip fence, there is no need to continually
reposition a stop as the workpiece gets shorter,
since there is always a perfectly straight surface to
lay it up against.


